GREENLIGHT gives
you 100% certainty
in illness cover
Some of life’s uncertainties can have a dramatic impact on you and your lifestyle. Consider how severe illnesses
such as heart attacks, strokes and cancer happen without discrimination - think of the after-effects.
To help you prepare for life changing events such as these, GREENLIGHT provides a choice of illness benefits: core,
comprehensive and extensive illness cover. These benefits provide cover for specified severe illnesses by paying a
lump sum in the event of diagnosis or occurrence of such illnesses defined in the terms and conditions.

Life doesn’t wait until you’re ready for it
CAUSES OF ILLNESS CLAIMS
Cancer

52%

Heart Attack

17%

Other

12%

Coronary Artery Bypass Graft

8%

Stroke

6%

Open-heart surgery

5%

- 1 in 3 men and 1 in 4 women will suffer from
a stroke or heart attack before age 60
- 1 in 7 women will get cancer
Why choose GREENLIGHT severe illness cover?
• You know you’ll be paid what you expect – no
excuses. GREENLIGHT pays 100% for ALL four
major diseases – heart attack, stroke, cancer, and
coronary artery bypass surgery - at all four of the
industry-standard severity levels defined, from mild
to extreme.
− 50% of heart attacks are mild/minor
− 40% of strokes result in mild damage
− 60% of cancers are stage 1
− GREENLIGHT pays a 100% benefit in all the above
cases where severity based products will pay
significantly less.
• If you choose stand-alone illness cover, you
automatically have access to GREENLIGHT’s Multiple
Claims feature. On claim, your cover will re-instate
back to 100% for unrelated illnesses. In this way,
you may be able to put in another 100% claim for
say, cancer if you have already suffered a heart
attack and been paid your full cover amount.
GREENLIGHT has re-instated R322 million worth

These are benefits for the living:
80% of heart attack and 70% of stroke patients
survive. 50% of cancer sufferers are alive 5 years
after diagnosis and for those with breast cancer, 97%
are alive 5 years after diagnosis.The lifestyle of those
suffering a severe illness is radically impacted.
Following a heart attack, 45% of patients are found
to suffer from depression - 18% are in fact severely
depressed. Depression strikes about 25% of all
cancer patients (compared with almost 10% of the
general public), and the damage to healthy cells
these patients also suffer can lead to complications.
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of cover for customers who have already suffered
an illness and been paid their full cover.
Simple, understandable language, with a minimum
of medical jargon.
You can access cover for a very comprehensive
range of severe illnesses, including blindness
and trauma.
The LifeQuality event will cover you if you need help
with or can’t do day-to-day chores such as washing
and dressing yourself, no matter why. You’ll need to
score using our LifeQuality scale and you’ll find that
GREENLIGHT covers you very generously and simply
for exactly that: your life quality.
GREENLIGHT will treat you 100% fairly: if one of the
four major illnesses must be excluded from your
cover after assessing you medically, we will reduce
your premium to fairly reflect your reduced cover.
Children can be covered too.
Free access to GREENLIGHT CARE 4U – 75 		
ways to help you, 24/7, 1 number to call 0860 61 62 63.

